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first term at the Kentucky University, Champ received the first
remittance from his Father. It
was $5, and the elder Clark informed his boy that he sent it to
pay the boy's stage fare home.
$5 was a whole lot of money to
the young man. He would have
liked to do what other boys did,
and ride to his home, but his
love of books was so strong that
he decided he would walk home,
si'ty miles, and spend his $5 for
ten volumes of poems. So with
the books under his arms, Champ
set out on his journey home. It
took him two days to cover the
sixty miles. When he got to his
father's house, he had to get to
work, but he found time to read
the ten volumes of poems. This
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stunted in development, deficient
in every important element con-

tributing to efficienicy, yet fundamentally the most necessary and
important type of school in the
state, generating or retarding
the factors essential to statewide prosperity And greatness.
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door, where she was showing a
Exclusive of the city of New triple of girl babies born of the
Orleans, seventy-five percent of Iwoman in whose charge they
the children of the State enrolled
in, any school at all attend rural were," says the New Iberia Enterprise. "The most interesting
schools.
While conditions are good in feature of the triplets was the
some of them, :and;~ considerably fact that two of the children
improved ingmany more, yet, as were perfectly white, while one
compared with 'town and city bore the semblance of a dark
schools:
mulatto. The children were in1st-The buildings average less telligent looking and seem to be
than half as good;
in perfect health, all using the
2nd-The teachers are approx- -bottle."
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the New Orleans' States of the
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among the teachers to instruct in industrial sub- governor was embraced by Mrs.
jects valuable to rural IHall, who planted an affectionate
children; and
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6th-0 ne teacher attempts rthe crowd. As the governor was
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four times as much sub- chief lady of the State, he was
ject matter.
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Besides, these schools are
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handicapped by. many other young
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His first college experience was
Landry Street
in his home State, at the Kentucky University. He had to
Albert Clary
work his way through that colDEALER IN
STAPLE AND FANCY lege by doing janitor work and
performing .other duties. He
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had no money to spend and what
Phone 99
books he read, outside of the
college text books were loaned
him. With an insatiate desire
to get knowledge, he longed to
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possess some books of his own
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country, town and city alike depend upon efficient rural education. These are facts which we
must admit.
The improvement of rural
schools requires more m o n e y
(items 1-2-3-4-5,) and upon their
re-organization (item 6.)
We
must have better buildings, bett
ter
trained teachers, more and
ibetter equipment, longer terms
and industrial work that will
awaken children to the undeveloped resources about them.
We must have these things without waiting until town and city
schools get eveything they may
need. We mnst develop trained
iintelligence in the field where it
comes in direct contact with the
undeveloped wealth and potenttial prosperity which we may all
enjoy. It is no longer a sentiment; it is a business proposittion.
Further, we must discontinue
a practice which no business man
or farmer would tolerate: that of
permitting small rural schools to
attempt to teach the entire cur2riculum for which the high school
demands seven highly trained
tteachers, laboratories, and expensive equipment; we must
operate these schools on business
Iprinciples.
School authorities and country
Ipeople are waking up from a
I
long,
painless sleep over these
matters. A stimulative fund of
one hundred thousand dollars distributed in a way to affect the
organization of rural schools
would' result in half a million
dollars worth of improvement.
Rural people would gladly raise
several dollars themselves for
every one received from another
source; perhaps no other expenditure would bring so great returns.
Do we believe rural school coiiditions are right because they
have existed thus for so long?
Does the wealth, prosperity and
general welfare of the whole
state depend pirimarily upon the
intelligence of our rural people?
These are questions involved in
a consideration of the rural
school. Such schools provide
the only educational means for
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